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THE 26TH MAZURIAN LAKES SCHOOLOF NUCLEAR PHYSICS: SUMMARYKazimierz GrotowskiThe M. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Craow, Polandand The H. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear Physis, Craow(Reeived January 20, 2000)The Mazurian Lakes Shool of Nulear Physis has over 30 years of tra-dition, and a well-earned reputation for exellene. As usual, its e�ientorganization, warm hospitality, interesting subjets, and outstanding speak-ers, aompanied by beautiful lakes and forests, sailing, wild mushrooms,and good weather, attrated partiipants from many di�erent ountries.Unfortunately, this year the spirit of the Shool ould hardlybe the same, due to the sudden and unexpeted death of ZdzisªawSzyma«ski.The prinipal subjets at the 26th Shool were:� nulear (nuleoni) matter at medium and high energies;� the properties of hot nulei;� the struture of nulei far from the stability line.All three topis are relevant for astrophysis, while at the same time theyare inluded in the set of problems whih to date have not been adequatelysolved by nulear physis. The exiting possibilities o�ered by ooperationbetween nulear physis and astrophysis were demonstrated by interestingletures on stellar proesses, neutrino astronomy, and osmi radiation.Well aware of the Biblial injuntion to �render unto Caesar the thingswhih are Caesar's, and unto God the things whih are God's,� the organiz-ers devoted the �rst two days to appliations of nulear physis in mediine,geology, arheology, and transmutation of elements. New experimental teh-niques in nulear physis were also presented.Problems and new solutions in nulear aner therapy were disussed inletures delivered by Uli Weber, Fuminori Soga, and Per Ho�.(533)



534 K. GrotowskiThe history of X-ray and gamma ray therapy an be traed bak tothe end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th entury, respetively. The�rst attempt at nulear beam aner therapy was mentioned (uno�ially)in onnetion with Lawrene's mother's illness and his Berkeley ylotron.The basi problem for nulear aner therapy is to kill the tumor ellswithout unaeptable damage to normal tissue. For X-rays and gammarays, the best solution seems to be rotation of the radiation soure aroundthe tumor loation (the patient's bed). Neutron therapy, haraterized bymuh larger linear energy transfer, presents similar problems in terms ofdamage to normal tissue.For protons and heavy ions, the energy loss urves have a �at plateauin the high veloity region and a sharp peak near the end of the range,whih opens up the possibility that the radiation damage an be in somesense �foused� at the tumor loation. The �foal length� of the beam anbe adjusted by varying the beam energy. A rotary gantry an also be usedhere, inreasing the biologial e�ieny of the radiation.One major problem is the ost of suh treatment. In some sienti�institutions, a ertain portion of the aelerator time is made available foraner therapy. In this situation the argument an be made that radiother-apy osts less than hemotherapy. In Japan, a speially dediated heavy ionmahine at the National Institute of Radiologial Sienes works exlusivelyfor mediine �� whih is, of ourse, the best solution, though it is also themost expensive.As an alternative to nulear beam therapy, tumors an be destroyed bytargeting them with speial �-ative or �-ative ompounds. This promising�� and far less expensive �� therapy, whih has been shown to be verye�etive in ases of di�use aner or brain tumors (suh as glioma), is stillmostly in the testing stage.It should be mentioned in this ontext that in Japan, for example, anerhas been listed as the leading ause of death sine 1981. The reason for thismay lie in the rising level of environmental pollution, or in an inappropriatediet, but it is ertainly also due to the great ahievements made in otherbranhes of mediine, espeially ardiology, so that the mortality rate inspeialties other than onology has diminished onsiderably.Di�erent appliations of nulear physis were presented by two otherspeakers.Wolfgang Kretshmer disussed new aelerator mass spetrosopy meth-ods of 14C dating and their appliations in geology, environmental researh,and arheology. Aelerator mass spetrosopy makes it possible to perform14C dating with greater auray, in a shorter time, and using muh smallerquantities of material.



Summary Talk 535Waªaw Gudowski explained the priniples of modern alhemy. Thetransmutation of isotopes an today be performed e�iently by apturingspallation neutrons. The main goals here are deativation of nulear wasteand the nulear energy prodution of thorium. Both of these are matters ofmajor importane for the future of the human rae, sine sooner or later en-ergy prodution will neessarily have to turn to nulear soures. AleksanderPola«ski presented the Monte Carlo simulations performed in that regard.The ahievements of nulear tehnology are losely related to new meth-ods of nulear detetion, partile aelerator tehniques, and nulear ele-tronis. Maiej Kapusta disussed new sintillators. Anna Wysoka pre-sented a 6 MeV linia onstruted for X-ray surgery, and Wojtek Skulskiadvertised the motto �digitize early!�, whih is a vital priniple in the ele-tronis of  and partile spetrosopy.This �rst, appliation-oriented part of the Shool's program was realizedunder the NATO umbrella (the NATO workshop), and was losed by around table disussion led by Ludwik Dobrzy«ski and Jerzy Jastrz�bski.The leading question was how to erase the syndromes assoiated with nulearweapons and Chernobyl, and onvine the general publi that nulear physisdoes not kill, but rather saves lives. Gudowski pointed out, for example,that in order to mollify anxious patients the word �nulear� is frequentlyomitted in medial ontexts. Nulear magneti resonane is alled �MRI,� or�Magneti Resonane Imaging�, and when the possibility of nulear mediineis suggested the onversation often turns to palliative mediine instead.Another round table disussion was devoted to new instrumentation andexperimental methods for basi researh. Great progress an be noted here:su�e it to mention, among many others:� GREAT, the eletron and reoil deay spetrometer for exoti andheavy nulei (Peter Butler);� FOPI, the multipurpose from-fragment-to-strangeness detetor(Brunon Sikora);� detetion of the neutron skin and halo, and measurement of the defor-mation parameters in reverse kinematis with the (p; p0) reation onradioative nulei (Yorik Blumenfeld);� the CELSIUS/WASA faility for high preision studies of rare pro-esses in intermediate energy light-ion reations (A. Turowieki).Dominique Durand, William Lynh, and Kazimierz Grotowski disussedthe problems of medium energy (no subnuleoni degrees of freedom), heavyion ollisions, and the reation mehanism and properties of the hot nuleiprodued in this way. Suh ollisions are studied today with multidetetor



536 K. Grotowski4� systems. Although dominated by deep inelasti ollisions, these reationsalso reveal the existene of an intermediate veloity soure (nek struture),whih evolves into a highly exited partiipant region at higher ollision en-ergies. Considerable nulear density variations (ompression-deompression)are observed with su�iently energeti and more entral ollisions. All de-ay modes, from evaporation to vaporization, have been observed in thedeexitation of the hot nulear systems reated here. The data reveal om-petition between the stati and dynami aspets, and aordingly pose adi�ult hallenge for theoretial desription. Studying the properties of thehot nulei produed in heavy ion ollisions is the only test ground � thoughunfortunately an imperfet one � for nulear thermodynamis. Although itappears that we are observing the nulear liquid-gas transition here (spin-odal deomposition?), the nature of the alori (maximum temperature?)urve remains a problem, as do the ritial phenomena observed in the re-gion of the alori urve, whih lies very far o� the expeted ritial point.Sine some neutron enrihment of the gas phase has been observed, thesigni�ane of the isotopi spin degree of freedom in the equation of stateremains an important question here.The phases of nuleoni matter and the nuleoni equation of state (EOS)were explained by Jean-Paul Blaizot, who pointed out ertain analogies: oldnulear matter ! Fermi liquid; pairing orrelations ! transition to super-�uidity; hot matter ! gas; and so forth. With inreasing pressure and tem-perature, hadroni degrees of freedom emerge, and the piture beomes veryompliated, though it beomes simpler again at T � 200 MeV (free quarksin the quark�gluon plasma). The nuleon�nuleon interation, whih is veryimportant for the shape of the EOS, beomes no more than a orretion inthe neutron star, where gravitation dominates.The very instrutive and deeptively simple leture delivered by Blaizotwas balaned by the talk given by Wolfgang Cassing, who disussed thedetails of the EOS and its appliation in desribing the nuleus�nuleusollisions in the extended Relativisti Boltzmann�Uehling�Uhlenbek model(RBUU), whih reprodues the experimentally-observed sideward �ow data,as well as the rapidity and transverse mass distributions at AGS energies.This also suggests a transition from hadroni to string matter (dissolutionof hadrons), given inreasing energy.One of the more important measurable parameters restriting the EOSis the ompressibility of nulear matter. Umesh Garg explained its relationto the isosalar giant dipole resonanes.The emission of pions and kaons in the high (SIS) heavy ion energyrange was desribed by Helmut Oeshler. Due to the high interation rosssetion with nulear matter, pions are ontinuously absorbed by formingthe baryoni resonanes, whih subsequently deay again into pions. Thus



Summary Talk 537pions emitted anywhere from the early stage until the very late stage of theollision an be used to time the heavy ion reation. It an be demonstratedthat high-energy pions are emitted during the early ollision phase, arryinginformation on the reation dynamis, while lower-energy pions are mainlyemitted later, over a long time interval, and their energy spetrum has aslope that depends on the system's apparent temperature. This senario isreminisent of the prompt thermal emission of light partiles in low-energynulear reations.Helena Biaªkowska disussed strangeness prodution in high-energynuleus�nuleus ollisions and the signature of quark gluon plasma. Itis the ambitious goal of the modern high-energy physis planned for theBrookhaven RHIC mahine to disover this signature. The leture helpedus to realize how di�ult � though presumably not impossible � this taskwill be.The internal struture of nuleons and mesons is determined by thestrong interation between on�ned quarks. Nuleon�nuleon fores origi-nate in the tails of that interation leaking out of the nuleons, via exhangeof mesons. The internal struture of nuleons (baryon resonanes) plays animportant role as an intermediate state in nulear interations. An exam-ple of suh in�uene was presented by Madeleine Soyeur, who desribed theontribution of the Roper resonane, N*(1440), in three-nuleon interationand partile prodution in relativisti heavy ion ollisions. She also pointedout how poorly we understand this resonane.The oupling between the nuleon struture and nuleon�nuleon inter-ation may also work in the opposite diretion. It was amazing to learn fromVolker Metag how great an in�uene the presene of nulear matter an ex-ert on the internal struture of nuleons and mesons. Due to the in mediume�ets, there are hanges in the widths and position of the mesons andnuleon resonanes. The magnitude of these in medium e�ets is a fun-tion of the nulear matter density, and has onsequenes for astrophysis(K ondensation in neutron stars at � � �0, for example, or the maxi-mum possible mass of a neutron star). Quantitative investigation of the inmedium e�ets has been rendered possible by the development of theory,and by improvements in experimental tools (suh as the TAPS or HADESmultidetetor systems).Karl Heinz Langanke presented stellar proesses, most of them nulear.We learned that although the standard nuleo-synthesis piture typiallyontains fusion reations below Fe, and � for heavier isotopes � the sn,rn, and rp proesses ativated by a supernova explosion as well, it demandsmajor modi�ations, due to improvements in star models and new astronom-ial observations. Under typial onditions, the rn-proess path is loatedabout 15�20 units away from the valley of stability, and demands detailed



538 K. Grotowskiknowledge of the nulear struture in that region of nulei. The same istrue for the rp-proess. The weak stellar reation rates are important inthe pre-supernova ollapse, and require large-sale shell model alulations.The �hot neutrino bubble� above a newly-formed neutron star in a Type IIsupernova is under onsideration as a possible site for the nulear r-proess.The neutrino-indued reations seem to be important both during and af-ter the r-proess. The Type Ia supernova, a thermonulear explosion ona white dwarf in a binary system, also ontributes to the nuleo-synthesis.Both the onvetion of matter and turbulene are important, espeially inmassive stars. The asymmetries observed reently in some supernova ex-plosions suggest that models with axial symmetry (spherial symmetry) arenot su�ient.New ideas in stellar models require new information from nulear physis.Some of this information ould be obtained from the following letures:� Marek Pªoszajzak, �Radiative apture reations of astrophysial rele-vane�� Krzysztof Rykaszewski, �Nulear properties far o� stability (near theproton drip line) and the r-p proess�� Wiktor Nazarewiz, �The physis of weakly bound nulei�� Pier Franeso Bortignon, �A desription of nulear exitations beyondthe mean �eld�� Wojieh Satuªa and Stanisªaw Szpikowski, �Pairing in nulei�� Yorik Blumenfeld, �Inelasti proton sattering on radioative nulei�.In order to be suessful, the new stellar models require the input ofsu�iently aurate experimental data. This provided the topi of GillesBogaert's talk, dealing with the importane of nulear reation ross se-tions for understanding and interpreting nuleo-synthesis proesses in statiand explosive stellar senarios. In the MEGAJOUL Projet, foused laserbeams will reate a tiny amount of hot, dense plasma, simulating the on-ditions of the stellar environment, e.g. inside a red giant. This will enablemeasurements to be made of the reation rates in a plasma at keV temper-atures, and will take into aount the sreening e�ets of plasma eletrons.The enormous installations used today for astrophysial researh werepresented by Heinigard Rebel and Iliana Branus (osmi rays, the KASKADEprojet), and by Yuen-dat Chan (the Sudbury neutrino observatory).As the summary suh as this should not be to long, I would like toapologize for not mentioning many other exellent talks presented duringthe evening sessions, or the interesting poster ontributions.



Summary Talk 539In the opening leture delivered at the beginning of the Shool's �rstsession, Andrzej Kajetan Wróblewski desribed the situation in physis asit stood at the beginning of the 20th entury. This proved to be the properpoint of referene. The instruments available in the laboratories of Marie andPierre Curie, or Ernest Rutherford, may look slightly ridiulous when om-pared to the giganti installations required in ontemporary nulear physis.Yet these same instruments were very sophistiated in their time, espeiallywhen ompared to the instruments used by Arhimedes to study hydrostat-is. The number of brilliant physiists and brilliant ideas is not neessarilyproportional, however, to the sheer number of sientists working, or to thevolume of the apparatus.What are the prospets for the future, then? There is no easy answer tothat question. When we look at a map of the Mazurian Lake Distrit, how-ever, and pinpoint the onseutive loations of the Mazurian Lakes Shool,we an learly see that the haoti trajetory of these various loations will�nally �nd its attrator at Ja±kowo, on the estate of the Shool's Chairman,Professor Ziemek Sujkowski.


